
 

 

RODEO JUDGE APPLICATION 
 

Name of Applicant  

ABCRA Membership Number  

Are you an approved Judge with another Rodeo Association?                             Yes                 No 

If yes, please provide details: 

 

Documentation Provided:                                                       Letter from other Rodeo Association 

I wish to be considered for one or both of the 
following; 

            Rough Stock            Time Events 

I have completed the other necessary documents  Animal Welfare 
questionnaire 

 

Animal Welfare 
questionnaire 

Timed event 
Questionnaire 

 

DECLARATION:  

I undertake to be fully conversant and abide by all the rules of the ABCRA and the Rodeo Federation of 
Australia. 

I understand that I am required to Shadow judge at a minimum of 3 rodeos to be considered for 
approval.  

(When you have done your 3 rodeos, please forward all your Shadow Judging sheets to Head Office). 

Signature of Applicant:  Date: 

 
 

Office use only Date approved: 

Approved to judge Rough Stock         Time Events 

           Needs more practice  Details on how many more times to Shadow Judge before being considered again: 

 

APPROVED BY RMRC  Name of Councillor: Date: 
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RODEO JUDGES / STOCK CONTRACTOR  

ANIMAL WELFARE QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
THIS QUESTIONNAIRE MUST BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO HEAD OFFICE 

BEFORE APPROVAL CAN BE GRANTED.  PLEASE RETURN WITH YOU APPLICATION 
FORM. 

 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
These are a set of questions that have been taken from the Animal Welfare Code in the 
ABCRA Rule Book.   
 
 
Using your ABCRA Rule Book to look up the answers, PLEASE TICK THE MOST 
CORRECT ANSWER from the choices below. 

 

Question 1. What species of animal can be used at rodeos? 

  Horses and cattle    
  Horses, cattle & sheep 
  Horses, cattle and goats 
  Any species 

Question 2. The Code of Practice requires horses used in rough stock 
at Rodeos to be Sound, healthy and of mature age.  
How is maturity determined?  

  Size         
  Central adult teeth in wear 
  Closure of knee joint (epiphysial closure) 
  All of the above 

Question 3. How many times can contract cattle be used per day in 
steer wrestling and roping events?

  once 
  Twice 
  Three times 

Question 4. How many times can non-contract cattle be used per day 
in Steer wrestling and roping events?  
(except in NSW where all stock must be contract stock) 

  once 
  twice 
  three times 
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Question 5. How many times can bucking stock that are owned by 
ABCRA Approved contractors be used in one day? 

  two 
  three 
  four 
  five 

Question 6. Stock used in roping events (other than team roping) 
must be minimum and maximum  

Weight of:  

  50 kg min – 100kg max 
  200 kg min – 250 kg max 
  100 kg min – 140 kg max 
  Or as per state code of conduct 

Question 7. Stock used in steer wrestling and team roping must be a 
minimum and maximum weight of:  

  200 kg min – 300 kg max 
  180 kg min – 300 kg max 
  150 kg min – 250 kg max 
  Or as per state code of conduct 

Question 8. Steer undecorating steers must be a minimum weight of:

  150kg 
  250 kg 
  300 kg 
  250kg contract, 300kg non contract 
  or as state code of conduct 

Question 9. What is the maximum weight of the rider in the steer (8-
U11) riding event. 

  60 kg 
  40 kg 
  30 kg  

Question 10. Can obviously pregnant stock be used in campdraft and 
rodeo events? 

  Yes 
  No 
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Question 11. If a contract stock animal is injured, whose responsibility 
is it to make sure that it receives appropriate veterinary 
attention or Humane destruction? 

  The contractors 
  The committees 
  The Police or RSPCA (if present) 

Question 12. The code recommends the following be used when 
moving stock.

  Poly pipe 
  Metal pipe 
  Wood 
  Cattle flapper 

Question 13. Different animal species should not be mixed during 
transport.

  True 
  False 

Question 14. The Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals used in 
Rodeos allows standard electric prods to be used on stock 
when they leaving the chutes only. 
On horses the electric prod may only be used on: 

  The rump 
  The shoulder 
  Anywhere on the body except the head 

Question 15. If an animal becomes excessively excited or is in danger 
of injuring itself whilst in the chute, should you: 

  Leave it there until it is quiet 
  Release it immediately 
  Moved it into another chute when available 

Question 16. If an animal is severely injured inside the arena is there a 
requirement under the ABCRA code that it be removed by 
a conveyance (eg, trailer, ute etc) 

  Yes 
  No 

Question 17. Under the ABCRA Animal Welfare code are animals 
allowed to be kept on a transport vehicle for periods of 
greater than 24hrs without food? 

  Yes 
  No 
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Question 18. If you are unable to get a bull to leave the arena you 
should NOT: 

  Send in the clowns 
  Send in another bull 
  Send in the dog 

Question 19. If there are fireworks to be used in the arena should stock 
be removed first? 

  Yes 
  No 

Question 20.
  

All flank straps are required to be lined with either 
sheepskin or an approved lining and must be placed so 
that the covered portion of the flank strap is over both 
flanks and the belly. 
Is this statement: 

  True 
  False 

Question 21. Is it compulsory to run all timed event stock through the 
chutes and the arena prior to the contest? 

  Where conditions permit 
  Yes 
  No 

Question 22. Any stock used in open rough stock events must be tried 
and proven in three novice events before being eligible for 
open event status.   
Is this statement: 

  True 
  False 

Question 23. Should stock contractors update their stock lists with 
head office?

  Yes 
  No 

 
  
 
  
 



 

  

                 TIME EVENT JUDGE  

QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Applicant Name: Date:  

 Return this completed document to general@abcra.com.au 
Q1. What is the minimum and maximum height the barrier needs to be when set 

on the time event box? 

Answer:   

  
Q2. There is a 30 second time event time limit, excluding time penalties on time 

events except for ONE event.  
Name the event and its time limit 

Answer: Event: Time Limit:  

  
Q3. What is the appropriate weight for breakaway and roping stock? 

Answer:   

  
Q4. What time penalty is given to a contestant that breaks the barrier? 

Answer:   

  
Q5. Can the competitor claim a re run if the steer gets it’s horns hooked in the 

box and the competitor rides from the box? 

Answer: YES NO 

  
Q6. Can a horse be led into the arena and time event box and mounted there prior 

to competing? 

Answer: YES NO 

  
Q7. In the steer wrestling event what constitutes a legal catch and time? 

Answer:  

 

 

 

 



 

  

Q8. If a calf is stopped abruptly by the roping competitor what is the penalty? 

Answer:  

  
Q9. How long must a tie hold after the roper has mounted his horse and moved 

forward? 
Answer:  

  
Q10. If a heeler only catches one hind foot what penalty does the team roper 

receive? 

Answer:  

  
Q11. In the team roping event there are 3 legal head catches. Can you name them? 
Answer: 1. 

2. 

3. 

  
Q12. What is the minimum length of horns for team roping cattle?  

Answer:           cm inches 

  
Q13. What is the whipping rule that constitutes disqualification in barrel racing? 

Answer:  

 

 

  
Q14. What is the penalty for a knocked over drum? 

Answer:  

  
Q15. Can a junior competitor under 18 years of age compete in the Ladies Steer 

Undecorating? 

Answer: YES NO 

  
Q16. When is the time taken for the contestant in the Ladies Steer Undecorating 

event? 

Answer:  

 

 



 

  

Q17. In the breakaway event a time is given to the competitor when: 

Answer:  

 

 

  
Q18. Can calves used for the rope & tie event be used for the breakaway roping 

event as well? 

Answer: YES NO 

  
Q19. Can a breakaway roper break the rope from the saddle horn if caught up to 

get a qualified time? 

Answer: YES NO 

  
Q20. What time difference between the two timers’ clocks constitutes the judge 

offering the contestant a rerun? 

Answer:  

  
Q21a. How many people can line out calves in the rope & tie event and breakaway 

roping event?  

Answer:  

Q21b. How far can they stand from the box? 

Answer:  

  
Q22. Explain a jerk down in the rope & tie event. 

Answer:  

 

 

  
Q23. Explain the cross fire in team roping. 

Answer:  

 

 

  
Q24. What is the approved length of a jerk line in rope & tie? 

Answer:  



 

  

 

Q25. If a steer gets loose after the steer wrestler has jumped from the horse, can 
he run to catch the steer? 

Answer:  

  
Q26a. Do both judges need to judge the barrel race event? 

Answer:  
Q26b. Why? 
Answer:  
  
Q27. What distance must the pin be to constitute a carried barrier? 

Answer:  
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